Scheduling note: All keynotes, panels, expert presentations and meals held in Grouse Mountain/McCoy’s Peak (ballroom) unless
otherwise noted.

These talks will highlight emerging technologies in food
and beverage production from outside the dairy
industry.
Many dairy operations have successfully implemented
technology to gain efficiency. However, the successful
deployment of interconnected technologies can take you to
the next level. Tim will share his vision about transforming the
dairy industry with interconnectivity, mobility and business
intelligence.

Learn about the global milk economy from Robert Erhard as
he shares his experiences and the challenges of sourcing milk
for a global company like Nestle. From China to Switzerland,
Robert has worked in many markets and knows what it takes
to bring milk and milk products to feed a growing world.

Necessity drives innovation. Innovation emerges as new
technology to fuel on farm efficiency. What drives
adoption of these new technologies? A group of start-up
companies will share their insights as they look to bring new
efficiencies to the dairy industry.

Big data fuels the engine of deep learning. What can be learned
by allowing unrelated data to be merged? Find out from experts
who have seen a glimpse of the future.
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Many industries have used data and deep learning to
make big advancements, but the dairy industry has not
done so yet. What are the obstacles and challenges the
industry needs to overcome? Find out what several
companies are already doing and the insights they have
gained.

Going from the top of his game, to being injured and out of
football, and back to the top as a Super Bowl Champion, few
have overcome more adversity than Peyton Manning. Hear
what motivated Peyton to fight his way back to greatness as
he shares his thoughts and memories of Hall of Fame career.

Hear what perspectives the CEO of Lely, Alexander van der
Lely, has to offer after 27 years of innovation in robotics and
farm automation. Robotics for the dairy farm have come a
long way and there are many lessons learned. Learn how
tough but strategic business decisions need to be made.
Listen and learn from two industry companies that are using
technology to drive data and deliver real value to the farm.

It seems everyone is talking about sustainability now days but
who is really doing it and are they seeing any value.
Although important, what can the dairy industry do to make
sustainability more than just a feel-good measure? Listen to
what dairy producers and leading companies are doing to
achieve tangible results and create a viable dairy
ecosystem.

The Innovation Break-out Sessions allow the Connect Summit
Attendees to learn about what individual companies are doing to
bring technological value to the dairy business. Attendees can
interact with members of these companies in a smaller setting and
see live demos of the value each can bring to the farm. The
sessions by each company are repeated and attendees can
choose to attend two of the three presentations.

Large amounts of data exist both on-farm in milk
production and downstream in milk processing and
distribution but there is not much of a connection. Listen
how these two leaders in data connection are bringing
real benefit to the dairy operation and the consumer.

Connecting your workers with the success of your dairy is
more important than ever and mobile technology,
gamification and process consistence are all
connected. The dairy cannot have success without
process consistency. Hear what these two industry
experts have to say about how their technology choices
connect workers with key processes and successful
implementation.
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Feeding the world in the next 20 years will require growth, innovation
in many areas, and vision to lead the dairy industry. Hear what these
two industry visionaries have in mind to meet that challenge.

For a dairy producer, the competition is not the dairy farmer
across the road, it is the choices that the consumer makes
every day. Connecting the consumer to the wholesomeness
milk and passion of the dairy industry can take many forms.
See how this group of individuals are making a difference in
consumer opinions.
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